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101 Series: What is an APC Connector and How Do I Test It?

The singlemode �ber connectors you likely encounter the most feature a blue connector body, but if you’re working with any passive optical networks (PONs), 
carrier networks or large cloud/colo or hyperscale data centers, you may encounter singlemode �ber connectors with a green connector body – and these 
green connectors are growing in popularity.

Blue singlemode connectors feature a UPC (ultra physical contact) �ber endface, while green singlemode connectors feature an APC (angled physical contact) 
�ber enface.  And yes, it’s important to understand the di�erence – especially when it comes to testing.

Angle for PerformanceWith a UPC connector, the �ber endface is a slightly rounded surface. In contrast, the endface of an APC connector is 

slanted 8 degrees. The slight angle causes re�ected light to be absorbed into the cladding, thereby reducing back 

re�ections in the �ber core and o�ering superior return loss performance.

While it is usually insertion loss that we care about with �ber links, there are some applications that are much more 

susceptible to return loss. For example, the high-power lasers used in long haul �ber links are very sensitive to 

re�ections, and they can even be damaged by severe re�ections. Fiber applications that operate at higher 

wavelengths (typically 1500 nanometers and up) are also more susceptible to re�ections, including wavelength 

division multiplexing (WDM) applications that use multiple wavelengths to send signals and applications that use RF 

signals for sending video over higher wavelengths, including PONs/GPON deployments.

These applications explain why we see APC connectivity deployed in service provider networks and FTTX 

applications. And as more enterprise customers deploy PONs for their LANs, more cable companies shift to 

delivering broadband services over �ber and more data centers connect to carrier networks and deploy longer 

singlemode links and WDM applications, we are starting see increased use of the APC connector and in a broader 

range of environments.

It’s important to note that UPC and APC connectors cannot be mated. Not only will the �ber cores not line up and 

cause very poor performance, but if you try to mate the two, you can cause damage to the endface –including the 
endface used in critical (and expensive) fiber transmitters.
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Testing All the Angles

When it comes to testing singlemode �ber systems using APC connectivity, there are a few things you need to know. When conducting Tier 1 insertion loss

testing, Fluke Networks’ CertiFiber® Pro (https://www.�ukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/CertiFiberPro) accepts APC connector in the INPUT port

ONLY – the OUTPUT port uses a UPC connector. While no damage will occur, you will get a warning from the tester about the received power being too low. The

INPUT port is non-contact mating so it can accept either connector type. So when testing APC systems, you will need two hybrid UPC-to-APC cords and two

APC-to-APC cords to make the connection. 

And if you’re inspecting an APC connector with Fluke Networks’ FI-700 FiberInspector Pro (https://www.�ukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/FI-

7000) or FI-500 FiberInspector Micro (https://www.�ukenetworks.com/datacom-cabling/Versiv/FI-7000), you need to use the APC probe tip (purchased

separately). If you try to use the UPC probe tip for inspecting an APC endface, you will not be able to focus in on the core and endface. On the other hand, the

geometry of the APC probe tip will accommodate the 8-degree angle of the APC endface so you get proper viewing.




